
Edgar Britton working on his fresco series, “Epochs in
History of Mankind” (detail), 936-37, Lane Technical
High School

HUNDREDS OF MURALS IN CHICAGO'S
PUBLIC SCHOOLS ARE BEING RESTORED,
BRINGING ART AGAIN TO THE CITY'S
YOUNG MASSES.

BY DIAN'NE D ONOVAN

IT TOOK MORE THAN TWO YEARS IN THE
TEETH OF THE GREAT depression for
painter  Edward Millman, working with two
plasterers, to complete his fresco "Outstanding
American Women" on the walls of Lucy Flower
High School on Chicago's South Side. He finished
it in 1940, and it disappeared a year later. For half
a century, nobody saw it again.
      It wasn't a victim of theft; you can't steal a
fresco without taking along the wall, or in this case
walls, on which it was painted. No, Mlllman's
work was the victim of a whitewash, literally. The
luminous fresco, measuring nine feet tall and 54
feet long and covering most of four walls, is a deft
blend of the crosshatched style common in the
Renaissance and the bold strokes of the later
Mexican muralists. But what was so remarkable
about it at the time of its creation—and, some say,
what sealed its short-term fate—was its subject
matter: uppity women.
      Only a year after its unveiling, school officials
had "Outstanding American Women" painted
over, obliterated from public view. Then, they
pounded holes in the walls for the nails that would
hold framed prints of innocuous landscapes.
According to old newspaper clippings, those
officials found Millman's painting too dreary, but
some in Chicago's art community today suspect
they simply weren't happy with the parade of
female reformers—from Susan B. Anthony
brandishing a suffragist scroll to Harriet Tubman
ministering to slaves—being depicted on the
school's walls.

      But now the women are back, as part of a
major arts restoration project aimed at the 400 or
so long-neglected paintings from the 30s and 40S
in Chicago's public schools.  Painting conservator
Barry Bauman, the director of the Chicago
Conservation Center, and an assistant spent almost
as long uncovering and restoring “Outstanding
American Women” as Millman did painting it, but
as Bauman likes to say, "We're saving art, not
time.”
      The restored work was rededicated in the
spring of 1997, and Bauman and his staff have
moved on to other projects in the schools, one of
the most challenging being the restoration of
Depression-era murals at Lane Technical High
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School on the city northwest side. Back in 1994,
Flora Doody, a special-education teacher at Lane
Tech, noticed that much of the older artwork
decorating the spacious halls and cavernous
lunchroom of the school was badly in need of
repair. She also found, by looking through old
yearbooks, that a metal fire curtain on the
auditorium stage sporting a vaguely psychedelic
design had originally featured a giant art deco-
style painting of an American Indian (the school's
athletic teams are the Lane Tech Indians).

      “Outstanding American Women” at Lucy Flower High

      What began as a drive to bring back the Indian
turned into an ongoing effort to restore all the
school's historic pieces of art, as well as those in
other schools. (The quality was uneven, and in part
because of its Depression-era make-work roots.
But that perception is changing in Chicago, as
evidenced by excitement and commitment that
began with saving the Indian at Lane Tech.
      It was no easy task, Bauman says. The Indian
had been painted directly onto the metal curtain,
and in 1976 overzealous students glued a canvas
over it on which they painted a new design
commemorating the nation’s bicentennial. But the
primer they used soaked through the canvas,
staining the original work. What’s more, since the
whole thing functions as a real curtain on the
auditorium’s stage, Bauman and his crew had to
work around daily scheduled events.  “The curtain
always seemed to be going up or down for some
assembly or other,” he said.  “it was sort of like
being the guy cleaning the elevator door.”
      Recently, when Margaret Nowosielska and
Marek Wiacek, both mural conservators with the
Chicago center, mounted a scissor lilt and
scaffolding to painstakingly restore the massive
“Epochs in the History of Man" in the school's
cafeteria, they faced a different challenge: food.
Not today’s food, or last week’s food, or even last
year’s food. This was historic food, and it had to
go. Nowosielska and Wiacek worked through

numerous lunchtimes at the 4,00-student school,
having grown somewhat immune to the heat, the
smells, the dull roar of the kids, and the clatter of
plates and cutlery. Edgar Britton, the WPA artist
who created the fresco between 1936 and 1937
probably suffered through similar conditions. But
in the intervening years, there was no scaffolding,
no artist or plasterer, no preservationist, those
painted images, larger than life, of Neanderthals
and Egyptians and ancient Greeks began to look a
lot like… targets. Not only did Nowosielska and
Wiacek bring luminosity and brilliance back to the
painted walls but also battled butter pats lobbed
long ago, as well as spaghetti sauce, mashed
potatoes, chipped beef, and who knows what else.

      Students, intrigued at first by the restoration,
eventually paid it scant attention. But a couple of
boys putting their trays away one day under the
watchful gaze of historic mankind said they
though the project was “just great.” A skeptical
Margaret Nowosielska mused from her scaffold,
“We’ll see if they still throw food."
      After the work at Lane Tech is done, there will
be plenty more to do. Heather Becker, an art
historian and preservationist, says the murals
restoration project is the largest ever undertaken in
the United States. And although the restorations
over the years have received funding from various
foundations and from the Chicago Public Schools,
its roots are in bake sales and bazaars and student
dances that "saved the Indian” on the layaway
plan. For this most egalitarian brand of American
art, that seems altogether fitting. �
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